Welcome to The Third Party, a military solution/the
Right Hang the Leftists
Contact Me

About Me

My Background
I really want a long bike tour, with all the camping open along the way. But we
will have that and this kind of thing going on, after the enemy is all driven out

of this country or destroyed. Published, U.S. Military and Police Intelligence
know my leadership plans in detail, all the way until my server took
mrinbetween.com off the Internet on July 1, 2020. Debt Default for Police and
Military, no other solution than leerharrison.com racism. Where Congress
ignores me as The Third Party with the Default Vote Majority of eligible vote;
Write me In "Vote" The Confederate Party

My Hobbies
Over there is Sears Tower I visited once, on a day off from working the seats
with the circus in town. My friends were with me, we got a good look over the
area from there. Visiting the bars was the thing to do & having fun all the time,
except during the shows. When I had to keep ahead of the competition.
Everyone knew I hated blacks. I planned on writing about it until I finally got
done and have a large web site offline to pack with me, to get published
through a barrier to where it counts.

My Favorite Things
I really want to get away to where I can hunt and have big all night campfires
and make big noise blasting away where I will not offend anyone's ears, that
helps keep the bears away. But the big thrill is in the desert this Fall, unless
there is a National Debt Default before the Election in November I wind up
becoming a dictator. So I can hang the system to begin a Third U.S.
Government run by the people in Tribunal.

Contact Me. What the people do not know
will hurt them, 2020
l_hrrsn99@yahoo.com or lharrison146@gmail.com
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